Struggle With the Ags Tonight at Horse Barn

BAR DANCE TONIGHT

May Days—what a time! Fan gallop. How you must believe in the whole long year. The time of the sweethearts. I wonder if you have ironed your hands. I wonder if you have worn your hands.

THE FOLLYGRAM

MAY FIRST, NINETEEN THIRTY-ONE

Jiu Jutsu Artists Tour Campus
Margaret Hanush, Dale Goddard, Max Zara Brougham, Midge Brougham, Beverly Blouwett, Roslyn Brougham. The students interested in the art of dereasus Jiu Jitsu honored the campus by putting on an April Fool's performance in Poly Square. They were rewarded by a delicious repeat of Zulu meat.

LITE-News—A.A.S. We are but on the trail of the rumor that some of the most respectable professors on the campus witness a strange and charming happening.
Buy next year's Polygram and read all of the latest reports.

Mechanical Menu

DINNER

POLY CAPE
April 30, 1931
SOUP
Consommé of Mobile
Purse of Fly Spray
ENTRE
Filet a la Diesel
Bread or Coton Pine

DRINKS

Fiscal Capps
Stream Line Glio

Miss Ruth Peterson En-

dorses "Lucky Strike"

Do you think that this is possible?

As We Were

(Continued.)

The monkey, how curious can he be Satire and Caricature.

It must be queer with a name like

Although abnormal and willing to chat,

his name on it. wolves and eggs of the
darwinists are to be the best.

The overgrown monkey is called the

Any ape can tell his tale like creepe.

Anthropoid apes are stronger than
time that never falls to score

And now, my children, if you have

Miss Vivian Henning

To one of these, you're quite a whelp.

No crepe for me, if I can help;

And now, my children, if you have

Each of the foregoing Hide and seek.

Miss Alice is a preacher.

You were once one of them, quite

One of these, you're quite a whelp.

Be sure to dream of these at night—

No crepe for me, if I can help;

Although abnormal and willing to chat,

And now, my children, if you have

One of these, you're quite a whelp.

Says the monkey, how curious can he be

THE BLACK FLAMINGO

Crandall Gymnasium
May 1
(Lucky Day!)
THE FOLLYGRAM

A Bittorial

HUGHES THE HERO WHO PLACED NOTRE DAME

Joseph Hughes Spurns Notre Dame Contract

Refusing an offer from Notre Dame of $14,000 a year for anoscopic Secretary, Captain Margaret Chase

Before a crowd of 80,000 frenzied spectators, Captain Margaret Chase

The Polygram Staff was well rep.

Downs Opponents

The Crandall team suffered a great loss in the early moments of the game

Who's Who

For the dead sticks landing. It was

Melman McArack "Soa-up" Stealing born in Great Tenter, Montana, Jan. 18,

The efficiency of the Poly plane, The

The Crandall team suffered a
great loss In the early moments of the game

The Crandall team suffered a
great loss In the early moments of the game

Hughes, Joe Hughes, Fujita

Before a crowd of 80,000 frenzied

Perhaps one of the

The Polygram Staff was well rep.

In spite of the. iSifrw' * "

Jennifer of the Mission II gh locker room.

Before a crowd of 80,000 frenzied

The Polygram Staff was well rep.

The Polygram Staff was well rep.

The Polygram Staff was well rep.

The Polygram Staff was well rep.

The Polygram Staff was well rep.

The Polygram Staff was well rep.

The Polygram Staff was well rep.

The Polygram Staff was well rep.